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In this paper, we examine student success on three variants of a test item given in different representa-

tional formats (verbal, pictorial, and graphical), with an isomorphic problem statement. We confirm

results from recent papers where it is mentioned that physics students’ problem-solving competence can

vary with representational format and that solutions can be triggered by particular details of the

representation. Previous studies are complemented with a fine grained analysis of solution strategies.

We find that students use different problem-solving strategies, depending on the representational format in

which the problem is stated.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent literature on mathematics and physics educa-
tion, a lot of attention is paid to student competence with
different representational formats. By ‘‘representational
format,’’ we refer to the many different forms in which a
particular concept or problem can be expressed and com-
municated, such as a graph, picture, free-body diagram,
formula, etc. There is no purely abstract understanding of a
physics concept—it is always represented in some form of
representation. Therefore, being skilled in interpreting and
using different representations and in coordinating mul-
tiple representations is highly valued in physics, both as a
tool for understanding concepts and as a means to facilitate
problem solving. Expert-novice studies have highlighted
differences between expert and novice problem-solving
approaches, with some of these differences involving rep-
resentation use [1]. Expert physics problem solvers are
fluent in their use of different representations, can easily
translate between them, and can assess the usefulness of a
particular representation in different situations.

Roughly, the skills needed in order to benefit from using
external representations can be categorized in two groups.

(1) Representational fluency: Involves the ability to
interpret or construct representations [2], as well
as the ability to translate and switch between repre-
sentations (on demand) accurately and quickly [3].

(2) Representational flexibility: Involves making appro-
priate representational choices in a given problem-
solving or learning situation [4].

As it is a principal goal of most physics courses to produce
adept problem solvers, a possible instructional aim might

be to develop this representational fluency and flexibility in
physics students in order to benefit from using multiple
representations.
Research concerned with representational issues has

taken many approaches, in mathematics as well as physics,
chemistry, and recently statistics education. A first aspect
studied is student performance in particular representa-
tions. Student difficulties related to graphical representa-
tions have been studied in detail in both mathematics and
physics education, where topics in kinematics received
considerable attention [5]. Conceptual difficulties related
to diagrammatic representations of electrical circuits have
been addressed [6], as well as interpretation of ray dia-
grams in optics [7]. Also in chemistry, specific representa-
tional difficulties have been investigated [8]. In recent
work on statistics education, Lem et al. [9] report on
misinterpretations of histograms and box plots.
Besides student understanding of particular representa-

tions, use of multiple representations (MR) to learn con-
cepts and problem solving has been studied in math and
science education. In mathematics education, research evi-
dence has shown that multiple representations can contrib-
ute to knowledge enhancement: the understanding that
students gain by using MR is broader, deeper [10], more
robust, and more flexible [11] than if students were to use
single representations. However, despite the potential
advantages of using MR in math problem solving and
learning, an important number of studies [2,10,12,13]
should dissuade us from claiming that MR are beneficial
in absolute terms. In order to benefit from using a repre-
sentation, students should learn how to interpret the repre-
sentation, how to connect it to reality, and how it relates to
other representations of the same concept. Moreover, stu-
dents need to be skilled at making choices among repre-
sentations. If students do not have these prerequisites, MR
can have a detrimental effect on their math problem solv-
ing and learning.
In science and physics education research (PER), several

studies investigated potential benefits of the use of MR in
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courses for students’ problem-solving ability [14]. Some
studies compared student performance on problems that
involve multiple representations to performance on prob-
lems that involve one single representation [2,15] and some
studies investigate student skill in translating between
representations [16,17]. De Leone and Gire [18] studied
how many representations students in a reformed course
used when solving open-ended problems. Rosengrant et al.
[19] investigated the use of free-body diagrams in solving
problems in mechanics and static electricity. These studies
show that students studying physics in an environment that
puts emphasis on the use of MR are more inclined to
construct multiple representations to solve problems
themselves.

Besides being able to interpret specific representations
and to relate different representations of the same concept,
students also need the knowledge and skills to choose the
most appropriate representation to solve a problem. In
mathematics education, research on students’ ability to
make appropriate representational choices is not as com-
mon. Uesaka and Manalo [20] showed that a problem
solver confronted with a multitude of representations is
often unable to decide which representation(s) to choose,
and for what purposes. Acevedo Nistal et al. [21] studied
high school students’ representational flexibility in linear-
function problems and found that the flexibility of a
students’ choice of representation can greatly affect his
chance of succeeding in solving the problem at hand. In a
later study [22], they also report on the justifications stu-
dents’ gave for their representational choices in linear-
function problems.

In PER, only a few papers [23–26] have broadened the
study of representations to metarepresentational skills.
Whereas the first three studies ask what students know
about representations and how that knowledge might affect
student performance, Kohl and Finkelstein [26] also inves-
tigated whether students can assess their own representa-
tional competence, their motives for handling a problem in
a particular representation when given a choice, and
whether providing this choice affects their performance.

The line of research in which the current study fits,
focuses on the relationship between student success and
the representational format in which the problem is posed:
how does the representation in which the problem is for-
mulated affect student performance and solution strategy?

Koedinger and Nathan [27] studied the performance and
strategies of high school algebra students solving both
word- and formula-based representations of problems and
claim that there is a close link between solution strategies
and representations, since certain representations elicit the
use of certain strategies. Lem et al. [9] studied student
performance in parallel distributional reasoning problems
(statistics) formulated in terms of a histogram, box plot, or
a list of descriptive statistics. Results show significant
performance differences between representations, and the

authors suggest a relation between misinterpretation and
particular features of the different representations.
In Meltzer’s work [28], students in an introductory

algebra-based physics class are provided with quizzes
that have nearly isomorphic problems formulated in four
different ways (verbally, mathematically or numerically,
graphically, and diagrammatically). This study also found
instances where students performed significantly better in
one representation of a problem than in another. Moreover,
Meltzer found that students are not always consistent in
their performance in a peculiar representation across
topics.
In the work of Kohl and Finkelstein [26], student per-

formance on problems in four different representational
formats in the style of Meltzer (verbal, mathematical,
graphical, and pictorial) is compared. Again, the authors
found that there are statistically significant performance
differences between different representations of nearly
isomorphic statements of quiz and homework problems.
When there was a performance difference between two
formats, the mathematical format often was one of the
formats involved. In that study, the mathematical format
was the only format requiring an explicit calculation,
whereas the other formats involved conceptual reasoning.
Results show that, on average, students were more suc-
cessful in the mathematical format, which is consistent
with the idea that first-year students are more comfortable
with ‘‘plug ’n chug’’ types of problems than with concep-
tual questions [29]. The examination was broadened by
giving a group of students a choice of formats (before they
read the problem), and by studying whether providing this
choice affects their performance compared to students that
were randomly assigned one of the four representational
formats. It was found that allowing students to choose did
not consistently increase or decrease success relative to the
control groups, but that the effect varied strongly both
across topic and across representation.
In this study, part of the work of Kohl and Finkelstein

[26] is replicated and extended to gain more insight in
representational fluency of physics students. Items devel-
oped by Kohl and Finkelstein were used as a starting point
and student answers were studied and compared to the
results mentioned by those authors. However, unlike
Kohl and Finkelstein, we not only looked at the multiple
choice answers, but we also asked the students for an
explication and we extended the analysis by studying the
written justifications in detail. These written explanations
allow us to study the physical concepts and the problem-
solving strategies that students use.
The main research questions thus are
(1) Do students perform differently when solving a

physics problem formulated in different representa-
tional formats?

(2) How are the solution strategies of students affected
by the representation used in the problem statement?
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Do students use different solution strategies in dif-
ferent representations?

II. METHOD

A. Context and participants

All three studies were conducted in a large-enrollment
(� 200 students) introductory physics class at the
University of Leuven, Belgium. Students are typically
first-year students, all taking the mandatory physics course
as part of the pharmaceutical science program. Students’
math skills are quite varied. The courses in the different
studies are the first semester classes in the fall of 2009,
2010, and 2011. The format is mostly traditional, with
some in-lecture concept tests and lecture demonstrations.
Students have two two-hour lectures per week, and meet
for three hours each week in a recitation session. Besides
the lectures and the recitation sessions, there are three
three-hour lab sessions.

The recitation sessions are generally traditional, with
students discussing and solving (mostly traditional end-
of-chapter) problems with a graduate teaching assistant.
Students’ grades are based on exams, labs, and homework
assignments. Homework problems consist mainly of
qualitative conceptual problems (online).

B. Data

The sources of data for these studies are student
responses to a selected midterm exam question: one
research item was included in a midterm test.
Participation in the test was free and test results did not
count for the students’ final grade. The representational
format, in which the research item was formulated was
randomly varied between students: one-third of the stu-
dents solved the question formulated in the verbal format,
one-third in the graphical, and one-third in the pictorial
format. As a test item to study representational compe-
tence, we chose—in the first study—one of the questions
developed by Kohl and Finkelstein [26]. More particularly,
we translated the verbal, graphical, and pictorial version of
the question on energy and energy transformation. The
different versions of the item are shown in Fig. 1. In the
follow-up studies, these items were slightly modified,
based on the first findings. The rationale for the modifica-
tion is discussed later; the modified questions are shown in
Figs. 3 and 4.

As the main focus of the test was on conceptual under-
standing, it was decided not to use the mathematical for-
mat, which was in the original item explicitly asking to
compute a (numerical) speed.

As mentioned in the work of Kohl and Finkelstein [26],
these original problems are meant to be isomorphic from
format to format, with the answers and distracters mapping
from one format to the other. By isomorphic, the authors
mean isomorphic from the point of view of a physicist.

C. Method of analysis

For all the test items, both the choices of the alternatives
and the written explanations are studied in detail and
results are reported.
First, the items are studied as pure multiple choice

questions: only the alternative picked by the students,
without considering the explanations, is taken into account.
This means that also ticking the correct alternative with an
erroneous reasoning or without an explication is counted as
correct. In a second step, the explanations are also consid-
ered. An argument is then only evaluated as ‘‘correct’’ if it
consisted of a correct physics reasoning and a correct
conclusion was drawn. An incorrect physics reasoning or
a correct argument but with a wrong conclusion was
considered incorrect. Answers without justification were
categorized as incorrect.
The results of this analysis in the different formats are

compared and the argumentations of the students are
studied in detail.

III. RESULTS

We start this section by presenting detailed results of the
first study in which students solved one version of the
original item developed by Kohl and Finkelstein [26]. In
the second part, results of a second and third study are
discussed. These studies are based on modifications in the
original item. The presented tables contain data of all three
studies, for reasons of compactness.

A. Initial study: Searching for representational effects

In the first study, students solved one of the items shown
in Fig. 1. In this section, we focus on comparisons of
student performances on this original test problem in dif-
ferent representational formats and on the solution strategy
students chose in the different formats.

1. Performance in different representational formats

In Table I, the fraction of students that answered the
test item correctly is shown. N represents the number
of students answering the question in the different
formats.
All statistical significance tests involving student suc-

cess rates are two-tailed binomial z tests. We consider a
difference with p > 0:10 as not significant, p between 0.10
and 0.05 marginally significant, p between 0.05 and 0.01
significant, and p < 0:01 highly significant.
When considering only the answer options (a-b-c-d) and

not the explanations (‘‘correct alternative’’ in Table I), the
difference between the verbal and graphical format is
marginally significant (p ¼ 0:07), whereas the other dif-
ferences are not significant. This is in line with the results
in Kohl and Finkelstein [26]
However, when taking into account the explanations

given by the students, results look quite different. Table I
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also shows the fraction of students choosing the right
alternative and giving a correct explanation for their
choice.

When comparing these results, we find that the differ-
ences between verbal and graphical format and between
verbal and pictorial format are highly significant
(p ¼ 0:0006 and p ¼ 0:0005, respectively), whereas

graphical and pictorial format do not differ significantly
from each other. It is almost immediately clear that the
fractions of correct answers with or without taking into
account the explications do not differ significantly for the
verbal format (p ¼ 0:72), but the difference is highly
significant for the pictorial (p ¼ 0:006) and the graphical
format (p ¼ 0:003).

FIG. 1. Verbal, graphical, and pictorial representation of original item [26].
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2. Solution strategy in different representational formats

As we did not expect these results, we looked in detail at
the students’ explanations in order to find out how these
differences can be explained.We found that students justify
their answers differently in different representational for-
mats. Some explanations use kinematics, some use conser-
vation of energy or are based on a linear reasoning
argument. There also were arguments which are strongly
tied to the visual information in the provided representation.

In what follows, different solution strategies are
discussed.

Conservation of energy versus kinematics.—In Table II,
the fractions of answers using kinematics and conservation
of energy (not necessarily in a correct way) are shown for
the different formats. The number of students answering
the question is indicated in parentheses.

The difference between fractions of answers using kine-
matics in the verbal and graphical format is highly signifi-
cant (p ¼ 0:000 06), as is the difference between the verbal
and pictorial format (p ¼ 0:000 06). The difference
between the graphical and pictorial format is not significant.

When comparing the fractions of answers based on
conservation of energy, the difference between the verbal
and pictorial format turns out to be highly significant (p ¼
0:0017); the difference between the verbal and graphical
format is significant (p ¼ 0:042), while the difference
between the graphical and pictorial format is not
significant.

When looking within the different formats, it turns out
that the fraction of students using a kinematics argument
differs significantly from the fraction of students writing an

explanation based on conservation of energy for the verbal

(p ¼ 0:000 06) and pictorial format (p ¼ 0:000 06).
However, for the graphical format, the difference between

the fractions is only marginally significant (p ¼ 0:053). In
the verbal format, more students solved the problem using

kinematics than using energy conservation, whereas for

both other formats, more justifications are based on energy

conservation. Out of the 25 students that solved the item

correctly in the verbal representation, 19 of them justified

their answer using kinematics, while only 5 students based

their argumentation on conservation of energy. One student

used a correct combination of energy conservation and

kinematics to explain his answer. In the graphical and

pictorial format, none of the explications based on kine-

matics is correct. The correct explanations in these formats

are all based on conservation of energy.
These results confirm that the different formats are not

completely isomorphic: the verbal format is one dimen-
sional and as such leaves the possibility to solve the prob-
lem using kinematics. This is not the case for the other two
formats, where the two-dimensional character prevents the
easy use of kinematics. More interestingly, the results also
suggest that, if possible, students are more likely to apply
kinematics than to apply conservation of energy. However,
the data for the graphical and pictorial format seem to
suggest that students are aware of the difficulty of the use
of kinematics in these situations: a smaller fraction of
students uses a kinematics argument in these situations
than in the verbal formulation.
Conservation of energy.—In a next step, we studied the

‘‘conservation of energy answers’’ in detail. We found that

TABLE I. Fraction of students answering correctly, broken down by representational format,
for the different problem variants.

Verbal Graphical Pictorial

Study I N ¼ 62 N ¼ 64 N ¼ 63
Correct alternative 0.44 0.28 0.33

Correct alternative + correct justification 0.40 0.08 0.13

Study II N ¼ 53 N ¼ 65 N ¼ 63
Correct alternative 0.45 0.23 0.30

Correct alternative + correct justification 0.13 0.08 0.16

Study III N ¼ 59 N ¼ 57 N ¼ 54
Correct alternative 0.44 0.53 0.28

Correct alternative + correct justification 0.31 0.25 0.20

TABLE II. Fraction of answers with justification based on kinematics and conservation of
energy in different representational formats.

Kinematics Energy conservation

Verbal Graphical Pictorial Verbal Graphical Pictorial

Study I 0.56 (62) 0.22 (64) 0.13 (63) 0.21 (62) 0.38 (64) 0.48 (63)

Study II 0.28 (53) 0.17 (65) 0.30 (63) 0.49 (53) 0.29 (65) 0.40 (63)

Study III 0.19 (59) 0.14 (57) 0.09 (54) 0.66 (59) 0.56 (57) 0.78 (54)
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a lot of students have trouble applying the principle of
conservation of energy correctly. In Table III, we present
the number of students using a correct energy conservation
explication. The number in parentheses indicates the num-
ber of students using an energy argument in that format.

Analysis of the errors shows that we can distinguish
between two groups of errors. The first error that is fre-
quently seen is a wrong interpretation of

Emech ¼ Ekin þ Epot ¼ const:

A lot of students write, e.g., in the graphical format,

correctly, Ef
pot ¼ Ei

kin, but then wrongly generalize this

expression to Epot ¼ Ekin. Using this equation in the form

mghf ¼ m
v2
i

2
;

they then conclude that, ‘‘if v ¼ vi=2, then h ¼ hf=4, so

half of the final speed is reached after the car has sur-
mounted one-fourth of the total height.’’

A second class of errors is related to students misinter-
preting their own notation. Again, these students write, in

the verbal format, e.g., correctly, Ei
pot ¼ Ef

kin, leading them

to state that

mghi ¼ m
v2
f

2
;

or vf ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2ghi
p

. From this expression, they conclude that,

‘‘if v ¼ vf=2, then h ¼ hi=4, and thus half of the final

speed is reached at a height 4 times smaller than the total
height.’’ These students incorrectly interpret the ‘‘hi=4’’ as
the point at height hi=4 instead of the correct interpreta-
tion, i.e., the ball reaches a velocity vf=2 after it has fallen

�h ¼ hi=4.
Linear reasoning.—An interesting distracter is answer b

in each of the formats. This alternative could correspond to
a ‘‘linear reasoning’’: ‘‘half of the final speed is reached
halfway.’’ In mathematics education, a vast amount of
research has shown that students have a strong tendency
to apply linear or proportional models anywhere, even in
situations where they are not applicable [30,31].

In Table IV, the fraction of linear answers (i.e., the
fraction of students answering alternative b) is given for
the different formats.

It turns out that the difference between verbal and graph-
ical format is highly significant (p ¼ 0:000 02) and

between verbal and pictorial format is significant (p ¼
0:012). The difference between graphical and pictorial
format is not significant (p ¼ 0:2).
When analyzing the explanations of students picking

alternative b, it becomes clear that not all of them refer
to a ‘‘natural’’ linear reasoning: only 5 out of 27 students
in the graphical and 1 out of 20 students in the pictorial
format simply state that ‘‘the car will have half its final
speed when travelled h=2’’ as argumentation. Most of
the students do argue their choice for the linear alter-
native in more detail. We can distinguish between two
main errors. The first reasoning can be summarized by
the following:

As v ¼ at, v changes linearly, so it will reach half its
maximal value at half height.

The second error which often shows up can be stated like
(for the pictorial problem)

Initially, there is only potential energy. This is trans-
formed in kinetic energy while moving down. When the
height is half the original height, the potential energy is
reduced to half its initial value, which means that the
kinetic energy has increased to half its final value.
Therefore, at h=2 the car travels with half the final
velocity.

Representation-dependent cueing.—From the above, it
is clear that both performance and physics principles used
by students differ between representational formats.
Conservation of energy, kinematics, and linear reasoning
are already mentioned, but another class of arguments
seems to be strongly related to the representational format:
quite a few students explain their choice by referring to the
picture or graph in the question. Some of these students are
mistaking the picture of the hill or the vertical direction
(horizontal direction) graph for the position (time) graph
and refer to the slope or tangent as the velocity. Two
examples are shown in Fig. 2. Seven students (11%)
make this mistake in the pictorial format, 10 (16%) in
the graphical, but, of course, none in the verbal version.
Some students refer to the graph or picture in their argu-
mentation in a very incoherent way. We consider these
arguments as examples of representation-dependent cue-
ing, where subtle features of the problem representation
have a significant impact on student success [32].

TABLE III. Distribution of answers using correct argument
based on energy conservation.

Verbal Graphical Pictorial

Study I 0.38 (13) 0.21 (24) 0.27 (30)

Study II 0.23 (26) 0.26 (19) 0.28 (25)

Study III 0.46 (39) 0.44 (32) 0.26 (42)

TABLE IV. Fraction of students choosing the linear alternative
in the different representational formats.

Verbal format Graphical format Pictorial format

Study I 0.13 (62) 0.42 (64) 0.32 (63)

Study II 0.11 (53) 0.32 (65) 0.27 (63)

Study III 0.15 (59) 0.23 (57) 0.30 (54)
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B. Follow-up studies

The detailed analysis of the student answers in the initial
study revealed that the differences in accuracies between
the representational formats might be explained by the fact
that not all problems can be solved by using the same
physics ideas. As mentioned, the verbal format can be
solved by using conservation of energy or by using 1D
kinematics while this is not the case for the graphical and
pictorial version of the problem. This raises the question of
whether the differences are due to the representation or not.
We therefore adopted the test items in such a way that they
are more alike from the point of view of possible physics
ideas to solve them.

In a first follow-up study, the test items were reformu-
lated in such a way that they all can be solved either by 1D
kinematics or by conservation of energy. The exact for-
mulation is shown in Fig. 3. In the second follow-up study,
the problems again are modified. As can be seen in Fig. 4,
they now can be solved only by using a conservation of
energy argument.

Again, we report on performances in the different rep-
resentational formats and we discuss student solution
strategies.
Concerning the performance differences between the

formats, we expect, based on the analysis of the initial
study, these to reduce when the problem statements are
more equivalent. For the solution strategies, we expect that
the fraction of student arguments based on kinematics will
increase in the second variant but reduce in the third
version, where we think more students will justify their
answers based on energy conservation. Together with an
increase in kinematics arguments, we also predict more
correct explanations in the second variant, whereas an
increase in energy justifications might bring along a reduc-
tion in correct answers for the third variant.

1. Performance in different representational formats

Table I shows the fractions of students answering the
test item correctly, both with and without the explana-
tion taken into account, for all three versions of the

FIG. 2. Examples of student answers confusing the slope of the picture or graph with the velocity.
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problem. The results are broken down by representa-
tional format.

When considering only the answer option and not the
explanation, in none of the cases the differences are highly
significant, except for the difference between graphical and
pictorial format in the third study. When taking into
account student explanations, we found that the results
for the verbal format differed significantly from the other
two formats in the initial study. In the follow-up studies, we
do see these differences disappear, as we expect: the frac-
tions of correct answers with a correct justification are not
statistically different between the formats in studies II and
III. However, the number of correct justifications is not

in line with our expectations: the number of correct justi-
fications is not increasing in the second study, while it is for
the graphical format in the third one.

2. Solution strategies

To understand why the pattern in justification accuracies
was not as expected, we again looked in detail at the
student responses.
Conservation of energy versus kinematics.—In the initial

study, we saw that students were more inclined to apply 1D
kinematics than energy conservation in situations where
this was possible (verbal format). The test items were
therefore modified in such a way that all formats leave

FIG. 3. Verbal, pictorial, and graphical representation of second study.
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the possibility to solve it by using both 1D kinematics and
conservation of energy.

In Table II, the fractions of justifications based on either
of these possibilities are shown.

The results are not in line with our hypothesis: the
fraction of kinematics arguments is not increasing in
study II, except for the pictorial format. For the verbal
format, the decrease is highly significant; for the pictorial
format, the increase is significant; there is no difference for
the graphical format.

The number of arguments based on energy conservation
is increasing for the verbal format (p ¼ 0:0016) but is not
different for the graphical and pictorial format.
In a second modification, the items were adapted such

that they have to be solved using energy conservation. We
do see the expected changes in the solution strategies, from
study II to III: the number of kinematics arguments is
decreasing or remains the same, but the number of energy
arguments is increasing. This increase is highly significant
for both the graphical and pictorial format.

FIG. 4 (color online). Verbal, graphical, and pictorial representation of third study.
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As the graphical and pictorial formulations of the item in
the original and third study are very similar, we expected
no difference between these results. We cannot explain the
(highly) significant differences between the fractions based
on energy conservation, although we have a hypothesis
related to representation-dependent cueing. This is dis-
cussed later.

Energy conservation.—The same errors that were dis-
cussed for the initial study show up in studies II and III.
The number of students using correct energy argumenta-
tions is given in Table III, but the numbers are too small to
draw any statistical conclusion.

Kinematics.—As discussed, we expected the number of
kinematics arguments to increase in the second study, but
this was not the case. Moreover, the few students that tried
to solve the problem using kinematics did not do it
properly. Most of them considered the motion as one

dimensional but did not indicate a clear choice for an
axis. They did not take into account in the calculation
that the motion is not vertical and simply took g for the
acceleration.
Linear reasoning.—We expected the number of linear

answers to increase in the second study, this being cued by
the line representing the path of the box, but this turned out
not to be the case. The reasoning errors made to end up
with answer b are the same as in the initial study.
Representation-dependent cueing.—In the follow-up

studies, we again found some instances of representation-
dependent cueing. In the graphical condition of the second
study, two students interpreted the graph as an xðtÞ graph,
concluding that the velocity (or slope) is constant. Another
student argued that the velocity is the area under the curve,
and that neither for A, B, nor C this area is half the total
area. One student took the points A; B;C in the yðxÞ graph

FIG. 5 (color online). Student answer mistaking the yðxÞ graph for a yðtÞ graph.
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of the second study as the place of the cupboard on differ-
ent moments in time. The student answer is shown in
Fig. 5.

Also in the graphical version of the third study, we found
examples where students referred to the slope of the curve:
‘‘for the velocity to be half of the final velocity, the slope
should be half of the slope at the end.’’ In the pictorial
version of the third study, we did not find any reference to
the slope, while we did in the pictorial version of the initial
study.

C. Multiple representations

The students in these studies were provided with single
representations in the problem formulation, but many of
the students’ papers showed that they used supplementary
representations to solve the problem: a sketch or a drawing,
a graph, equations, numerical values, etc.

Although in none of the problem formulations equa-
tions were provided, an overwhelming number of students
(415 out of 540, i.e., 77%) wrote down an equation(s) in
their argumentation, sometimes together with a sketch or
a graph. The use of equations was most prominent in the
verbal format in all three studies (85%, 65%, and 61% in
the verbal, pictorial, and graphical format, respectively, in
study I, 91% versus 73% and 69% in the second study,
and 88% versus 80% and 77% for the last study). In both
the first and the second study, the fraction in the verbal
format differs significantly from the fractions in the other
formats at the p ¼ 0:01 level. This is not the case in the
third study.

Besides equations, a sketch or picture was often added
by the students to support their explanation. Most often,
this consisted of a simple drawing of the situation, and
sometimes (but certainly not always) also included an axis.
This almost exclusively showed up in the answers on the
problems formulated in the verbal format (48% in study I,
75% in study II, 61% in study III).

Twelve answers (out of 540) included an extra graph.
This was always an xðtÞ, vðtÞ, or aðtÞ graph.

A last remarkable aspect related to the use of multiple
representations is the use of concrete numerical values.
A substantial number of students plugged in concrete
numbers, e.g., by writing ‘‘Suppose the building is 16 m
. . .’’ or by putting numbers on the picture or graph. In
this way, they turned a conceptual question into a quan-
titative one. From all students (540) in the three studies
together, 159 (29%) of them used this strategy. Breaking
it down by format, 66%, 20%, and 8% of the students
plugged in numbers for the verbal, graphical, and picto-
rial format in the first study, 55%, 15%, and 14% in the
second study, and 36%, 26%, and 26% in the third study.
In the first and second study, the fraction in the verbal
format differs significantly from the fractions in the other
formats at the p ¼ 0:001 level; this is not the case in the
third study.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In these studies, we wanted to investigate the role of
representational format in student performance when solv-
ing physics problems. The work of Meltzer [28] and Kohl
and Finkelstein [26] indicates that student performance can
vary strongly with the representation used in the formula-
tion of a question. By asking students for detailed explan-
ations, we wanted to gain more insight in these differences.
Kohl and Finkelstein [26] suggest that performance differ-
ences depend on a number of things, including student
expectations, prior knowledge, metacognitive skills, and
the specific contextual features of the problem and the
representations. Moreover, they argue that different prob-
lem representations might prompt different solution
strategies.
We conducted three studies; in each of them a variant of

one test item was included. As we asked students to explain
their choice, we could study the student answers both as a
function of representation and as a function of possible
physics concepts in the solution.
Detailed study of the student explanations revealed that

the differences in the first study between the different
representational formats in the problem formulation
can—to a large extent—be explained by the fact that
students use solution strategies based on different physics
ideas to explain their answers in the different formats. The
problem formulation of the verbal format allows the use of
both 1D kinematics and conservation of energy to solve it.
This is not the case in the graphical and pictorial formats,
where students should use conservation of energy to argue
their choice. Detailed analysis of the data does confirm that
students use the 1D kinematics often in the verbal format
and that most of the correct answers are based on a kine-
matics argument. This is in line with results presented in
Walsh et al. [33], where a similar problem is offered to
students and where it is also reported that (in their case) all
students solved the problem using kinematics. The number
of correct explications based on conservation of energy is
surprisingly small in all three formats.
This raises the question of ‘‘isomorphism of questions.’’

As mentioned in the Introduction, the problems were
meant to be isomorphic ‘‘from the point of view from an
(expert) physicist,’’ but in the original article [26], there is
no further specification on the interpretation of this state-
ment. In Simon and Hayes [34], problems are defined to be
isomorphic if they can be mapped to each other in a one-to-
one relation in terms of their problem-solving trajectories.
Singh [35] defines isomorphic problems as problems that
require the same physics principle(s) to solve them.
Although it seems reasonable to state that the problems

are isomorphic in the sense of ‘‘being the same from the
point of view of an expert physicist,’’ it is not as evident
that they are isomorphic in the sense of Simon and Hayes
or Singh: the verbal format can be solved using two differ-
ent solution trajectories, while this is not the case for the
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pictorial and graphical format. In this sense, there is no
one-to-one mapping between the solutions of the verbal
problem and the other two.

One could therefore argue that, in this first study, it is
unclear whether the differences are due to the different
representations or whether results are different because the
problems are not completely parallel. In the follow-up
studies, questions were reformulated in order to make
them more parallel in the sense of the definition of
Simon and Hayes [34]. Again, student arguments were
studied in detail.

By reformulating the item in such a way that all formats
allowed a solution based both on 1D kinematics and on
energy conservation (study II), we could study in more
detail students’ choices for a particular solution strategy.
From the results in the verbal format in the first study, we
expected the number of student arguments based on kine-
matics to increase in the second study. Except for the
pictorial format, this turned out not to be the case.
Moreover, whereas in the verbal format of the initial study,
using (1D) kinematics was a successful strategy, this was
not the case in the second study. The reason for this is
probably related to the fact that the initial problem was
simply a vertical free fall situation, whereas in the modified
version, the sliding of the cupboard was not vertical but an
angle had to be taken into account. Most of the students did
not take into account this angle in their argumentation;
nevertheless, they did end up with the correct alternative.
One could argue whether this is also an example where a
small change in representation (vertical versus tilted) has
an impact on student success.

In the third study, the items were adopted in such a way
that all formats have to be solved using the same (single)
physics principle (energy conservation), so the ‘‘only’’
variable is the representational format. Our results show
that performance differences disappear and that problem-
solving strategies are very similar in the different formats.
This is not really in line with former results in the literature
where it is mentioned that student performance can some-
times (strongly) vary with representational format. We
cannot explain the increase in correct answers in the third
study.

An analysis of the alternative answers also shows that
the fraction of students choosing the linear alternative is
larger in the graphical and pictorial questions. In mathe-
matics education, it is well known that students show a
tendency to overrely on a linear model [30]. A possible
reason for the difference between the frequencies of the
linear answer might be found in this tendency. It looks like
in the graphical and pictorial format of the first study, more
students experience difficulty solving the problem using
physics arguments and this might be the reason why they
‘‘fall back’’ to the ‘‘intuitive linear reasoning.’’ The
research in mathematics education shows that students
have great difficulties in explaining why their methods

are correct. Interview data indicate that students typically
use the linear model in a spontaneous way and do not check
whether the model is applicable in a given situation. They
do not seem to have clear arguments justifying its use, nor
do they realize that there are other, competing, models. To
evaluate whether this argument holds true, justifications of
students choosing the ‘‘linear answer’’ were studied in
detail. It turned out that ‘‘intuitive linear reasoning’’ is
not the main argument used. This somehow is in line
with results in De Bock et al. [31] where a more ambivalent
picture of students’ overuse of linearity in physics shows
up: although linear reasoning is sometimes used as a
default strategy, this study also indicates that in physics
the context is more taken into account than is suggested by
research on math problem solving. However, why there are
more linear answers in the graphical and pictorial format
still remains unclear.
In all three studies we found evidence consistent with

the idea that specific, microlevel features of a representa-
tion can prompt students to a particular solution strategy or
argument, as is suggested in Kohl and Finkelstein [26]. In
both the graphical and pictorial formats, instances of stu-
dent arguments based on specific features in the graph or
picture were found. Of course, we did not find such ex-
amples in the verbal formats. However, in the pictorial
version of the third study, we did not find any reference
to the slope of the ‘‘graph’’ while we did so in the pictorial
version of the first study. One hypothesis to explain this
could be the fact that the picture in the initial item more
strongly suggests the interpretation as a graph than does the
picture with the house. This also might be a reason for
the higher number of energy conservation arguments in the
pictorial version of the third study compared to the first. If
this hypothesis is valid, it can be considered as another
example of representation-dependent cueing.
Concerning the use of multiple representations, it was

found that a lot of students used additional representations
while solving the problem. In an overwhelming number of
student answers, this additional representation was a (set
of) equation(s). This is not surprising. It is well known in
literature that students show a strong tendency to solve
problems by ‘‘plugging and chugging,’’ in a more or a less
structured way. A second remarkable aspect involves the
use of numerical values in the problem solution, while
these are not given in the problem statement. By doing
so, students turned a qualitative question into a quantitative
one, allowing them to use equations and calculate concrete
numbers. Work done by Singh [35] suggests that this might
be a smart strategy as she found that students solving
coupled quantitative and conceptual questions can leverage
their quantitative solution to correctly answer the corre-
sponding conceptual questions. However, Singh [35] also
reports that, almost without exception, students avoided
turning conceptual questions into quantitative ones, even
when explicitly encouraged to do so. In our data, we do
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find a lot of examples where students spontaneously apply
this strategy. However, less than half of the students that
adopted this strategy were successful. Only in the verbal
format of the first study, 50% of the students that plugged
in concrete numbers ended up with the correct answer.

In summary, we found that student performance can be
affected by the representational format of the problem
statement. We found instances of student answers being
clearly triggered by some specific aspects of the provided
representation. Moreover, our data suggest that students’
use of additional representations is related to the represen-
tation used in the problem formulation. Finally, detailed
analysis of student answers showed that, in the studied
problem, student success to a large extent depends on the
physics concept to be used in the solution.

The current study has a number of limitations. First,
only one problem in three representations was studied.
This makes it difficult to formulate general conclusions
on student representational fluency. On the other hand,
the different variations in the problem formulation and
the in-depth analysis of the student answers gave us
insight into the subtle details that can play a role in
student success on a particular problem. Second, the
graphical and pictorial format of the problem are quite
similar. It might be interesting to include representations
that are also visually more different. Third, students were
provided with a particular representation and had no
choice. In future research, we will study students’ repre-
sentational adaptivity in more detail. By representational
adaptivity, we refer to students’ ability to make appro-
priate representational choices, i.e., choices that match
task demands and also take the characteristics of the

subject that has to make the choice and the context
into account [36]. We will set up a study where students
can chose a representation once they have read the
problem statement.
Although developing or testing new instructional mate-

rial was not a goal of the presented research, we can think
of implications for instruction of our results. We again
found examples of small or subtle representation character-
istics affecting student solutions. Instructors should be
aware of this sensitivity to representations, especially
when student performance is evaluated in one single rep-
resentation: a student might be able to apply a concept in a
familiar context using a certain representation but fail
when the representation is changed. The careful analysis
of concepts used in students’ answers made us aware of the
subtlety of ‘‘isomorphism from a physicist’s point of
view.’’ What instructors consider ‘‘the same problem’’
might be perceived differently by the students.
Besides being able to decode, interpret, and derive in-

formation from a given representation, students also should
learn how to choose appropriate representations to solve a
given problem. Much more research effort needs to be
invested to determine what can be considered a flexible
representational choice and to design powerful learning
environments explicitly addressing representational
flexibility.
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